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., 
The Assumption College Review is a literary magazine publish• 
ed monthly by the students of Assumption College. Its aim is to 
cultivate a taste for coi.1po1:ition and to im;pire a love for what is best 
and noblest i11 English literature. It is intended also to foster fra· 
ternity bet•veen the alumni, the student and their Alma Mater. 
Subscription; One dollar a year, payable in advance; single 
copies, I 5 cents. 
Address all correspondence to Business Manager, A. C. R., 
Sandwich, Ont. 
VOL. II. DECEMBER, 1908. No. 3. 
J!#' ~ ( f \HE cycling years once more renew 
\ j That glorious happy feast, 
~# Marked by the brilliant stars that shone 
Resplendent in the East. 
Ring out ye merry chimes once more 
Upon the wintry air, 
To greet the King of Glory, ring; 
Yea, greet Him everywhere. 
For Christ the Sovereign Lord was born 
Upon this blessed day, 
And earth and heaven with one accord 
Their holiest tributes pay. 
3 
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Then 'r Glory to the God on High," 
In joyful strains ascend, 
And r' Peace to men of holy will,,. 
The very heavens rend. 
Throughout the land of christendom 
The glorious song goes on, 
Proclaiming Him the "Lord of Hosts" 
From rise till set of sun. 
0 I happy day whereon He came 
To earth and set men free, 
From yoke of sin and fear of death 
And such like misery. 
0 I brilliant Star of Bethlehem, 
Thy brightness ne'er grows dim, 
But marks anew the blessed way 
That leadest forth to Him. 
And may'st Thou be our guardian star 
O'er life's tempestuous way, 
And still shine on when life is done 
For all eternity. 
- P. J. H. 
' 
• 
THE BELLS OF WEYHER. 5 
r"""1.~ f ~ 1'J. ANY an invalid suffering from pulmonary 
~ 1,l,l 1 ailments has found rellef in the pure air 
~~~ and spicy forest odors of W eyher, a vil~age 
near Landan in the Palatinate. It has a 
most agreeable climate, favorable for the production of a 
delicious sweet vine, and for the raising of chestnuts and 
almonds. It boasts also of romantic scenery. The ruins 
of four ancient castles overhang the village. Here the 
following events happened long years ago. 
In the year 1 794, the French, intoxicated with the 
blood of kings and priests, insolent and overbearing by 
reason of their revolutionary ideas, entered the Palatinate 
and approached \Veyber. Bad enough at home, it was 
abroad that they displayed their contempt for faith, 
religion and piety. Churches were reverenced no more 
than a stable, much less indeed than any human dwelling 
house. 
Now, less only than the most adorable sacrament, 
the altars and vestments, the bells of a church are held in 
veneration. Their sound has a deep meaning for the 
faithful. Not even the best orator can preach as con-
vincingly as the "Passing," the "Ave," or the "Sacring" 
bell, to say nothing of that which the bells relate on Holy 
Saturday, Easter Sunday, and especially at " Holy Christ-
mas" time. Tbe arch fiend knows this well, and when-
ever he can vent his rage on the bells he does not 
hesitate. So in 1794 the devil inspired the commander 
of the French troops wiLh the resolve of taking the bells 
from all the •:hurch towers and melting them down into 
cannon This plan was carried out wherever the forces 
of the Revolution were in power. With jeers and curses 
the doors of the churches were forced open, the bells 
thrown down from their heights into the mire, then broken, 
and the pieces carted away to the smelting works and the 
arsenals. 
Dumb and sorrowful the empty spires pierced the 
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skies. For miles no joyous sound of churchbells was 
beard in the towns, with the exception of Weyher. There 
the desecrators of the sanctuaries had not yet arrived, 
although danger was near. Suddenly there was a rumo.-
that the French were on the way to the town. 
"The bells are our only regret," said the people, "lel 
everything be stolen if we can but save the sounding 
symbols of our Church, our Faith." 
So counsel was taken how to defeat the enemy's 
design, and then the Burgomaster gave proof that he was 
indeed a master, who was solicitous for the village and 
its inhabitants. In the evening be visited several families 
whom he knew well, and invited eight young men to his 
own dwelling, fine powerful lads with hearts true as gold, 
the flower of his flock. 
When they had assembled he ad<lressed them. " I 
wish you to assist me in an undertaking beneficial to our 
church and the whole congregation. For this I need 
brave souls, for it may cost us our freedom, even our lives. 
So I say, let him who fears retire at once." After regard-
ing each other for some time, one of the lads said, "May 
we ask what you intend to do?" 
The Burgomaster replied : " You know me as an 
honest man. I give you my word that I have invited you 
to participate in a laudable action. What that is I will 
tell you only after you have sworn rather to <.lie than 
reveal anything." 
The young men cried "We will take the oath." But 
the Burgomaster answered, "Not here, follow me." And 
in the darkness of the night, for it was ten o'clock, he 
conducted them to the village church. It was opened, 
and the men entered. Devoutly they genuflected before 
the High Altar, whose dark masses of carving were barely 
visible by the glimmering taper of the sanctuary lamp. 
And then, in the presence of the King of kings, the 
Burgomaster disclosed his plans. That very night before 
the French arrived, the bells were to be taken out of the 
church tower, carried to a safe spot, and there hidden 
.... 
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until the enemy had left the country. Each of the little 
band was to allow himself to be shot rather than betray 
tht: biding place of the beloved bells. The eyes of the 
lads sparkled with holy zeal. For youth is not as in-
different to religious matters as many think. Wake11 their 
faith and direct their energies towards a worthy object 
and the young will submit to an ordeal of fire. That was 
proven on that night 
Solemnly all raised their hands and swore, as surely 
as they hoped that God would be their helper in hfe and 
in death, so truly would nul one of Lhern betray where 
the bells were hidden, nor who was engaged in the affair. 
To the pastor nothing had been said, so that he would be 
able to declare to the enemy that he knew nothing of the 
whereabouts of the missing bells. Then the boys knelt 
about the altM of the Mother of God, and prayed low and 
fervently that they might be successful in their undertak-
ing, and then separated. When it neared the hour of 
midnight, and the village lay enveloped in darkness, they 
met again, provided with chains, ropes, levers, and wind-
lasses. Below the church tower stood a sleigh, crossed 
with beams of wood on which the bells were to rest. The 
night was cold, the snow frozen, the road excellent. Four 
powerful horses, steaming and µawing the icy crust were 
harnessed to the sleigh. A low cry starLeci the horses, 
and with scarcely a sound the conveyance glided through 
the village street, towards the forest. At its entrance a 
relay of four horse~ was waiting. Then up and down the 
woods until at last, under the base of a hill, they came to 
a level spot. Here a deep pit was made and the bells 
were buried. Then the earth was shovdled back into the 
opening. The snow, which lay in great masses, was 
thrown over it, and a severe snowstorm finally destroyed 
all traces of pit and tracks. 
The next day the French came. Their rage was 
inde ... cribable when they found the tower of the Church 
empty. They rummaged through the church, private 
houses, even the cellars, but in vain. The Burgomaster 
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was taken into custody. "Where are the bells?" demanded 
the commander of the French. He answered that be 
knew not This was strictly true, for he had not accom-
panied the young men when the bells were buried. The 
officer, who surmised lhat the Burgomaster was not 
entirely innocent, had the latter sent to Landan, where 
the chief commandt!r resided. The Burgomaster was 
interrogated, but always answered: " I know nothing 
about it.11 He was thrown into prison, and bis ratio:1s 
diminished. He was brutally treated, but the secret did 
not escape bis lips even when threatened with death. 
The eight young men also passed through the ordeal 
courageously. Not by a syllable was a clue afforded as 
to the whereabouts of lhe bells and their release followed. 
The spring set in with storms. Many a rosary had been 
olTered up fur the Burgomaster when he suddenly appeared 
in \Veyher. He had been released, as nothing could 
be learned from him. In vain did the French search for 
the bells. They remained hidden, and were not to be 
ret;ast into cannon. Of course none knew how long they 
were to remain concealed. But the conspirators had 
agreed to lt::t them rust in their biding place and be 
destroyed rather than to allow tbem to fa II into the hands 
of lhe French infidels and robbers. And on a stormy 
spring morning two of the boys made lheir way to the 
furesl, and planted vines on the spot where the bells were 
cuncealc::d. They returned home undiscovered. The 
vines flourished and threw their tendrils about the neigh-
bouring trees and bushes, and when the Lhird autumn 
came the vines were full of luscious grapes found by 
none, while the bdls rested in the depths of the earth. 
Ten years had pa'5se_d. The Burgomaster's locks 
were white. The lads were men, and the majority bad 
led their brides home from the old church, but without 
the sound of bridal bells. Advent was approaching, and 
as the Jews of old sighed for a redeemer, so all classes in 
W eyher longed for their beloved bells, and for one who 
would restore them to their old position. But redemption 
' 
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came. The revolutionary government collapsed, another 
reigned, and the Palatinate breathed freely. The news 
was hailed by \Veyher with inexpn:ssible rejoicing. The 
Burgomaster summoned his eight faithful men and it was 
resolved to bring back the bells. Four days bcfvre 
Christmas they went to the forest where the bare vines 
clinging to the branches of the supporting trees disclosed 
the hiding place. After the lapse of a few nours the 
bells, stained and rusty, saw daylight again. Secretly 
they were transferred to the Burgomaster's house. They 
were cleaned and polished till they shone like silver, and 
the following night hung in the church lower. The Holy 
Night arrived on which the Light of the world was born. 
As customary, all who could were on the way to mid-
night Mass. Lights were seen in every dwelling, and 
people 1uietly passed along the dark streets towards the 
church with its windows illuminated, glittering brightly 
through the starry night. Suddenly a deep note resounded 
through the air. The largest bell rang out and the others 
added their joyous tones. What rejoicing was there l As 
after a long separation one hails the voice of parents, or 
of closest friends, so the good people greeled the brazen 
voices of their long-mourned bells. Men threw up their 
hats in spite of the nipping air, windows were thrown 
open, and everywhere were heard the cries o( "The Bells ! 
The Bells ! " Old and young wept tears of joy with the 
aged pastor of the flork, as he rendered thanks to the 
good God for the favor granted. Was there ever a happier, 
more heartfelt and joyous Christmas service celebrated 
than that of 1804? We doubt it. The following noon 
the whole surrounding country for the space of an hour 
re-echoed to the pealing of the bells of Weyher. It was 
looked upon as a heavenly message, as the hymn of 
angelic choirs, proclaiming to the world: "Glory to God 
in the highest, and peace on earth to men of good will."-
T,ranslated from the German, by R. L. Jlarker. 
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We have received from Mr. Frank Sills,'03, Seaforth, 
Ont., a copy of the II Journal," a weekly paper, which was 
published in the college in 1897 ; a paper, ho,\tever, 
which never reached the press. It was read on Sunday 
afternoon to the studt:nts from the wooden water pipes 
in the II little yard." The edition at hand is the St. Pat-
rick's Day Edition de Luxe. The cover is a rich green ; 
whether painted, stained, dyed, or aged green, 1ve are un-
able to decide, but green it is, and, well backed, like a 
manuscript from the Vatican Library. \\'e have been of-
fered fabulous sums for the original, but up to the pre-
sent have doggedly refused all offers. 
This valuable document is divided into three sec-
tions, magazine, local and editorial. From the two latter 
sections the followmg interesting notes bave been culled. 
We should gladly publish in this issue of the REFrnw all 
of the e~says in the magazine section, but space will not 
_ permit it. 
THE JOURNAL. 
Vol. I. March 21, 18<>7. No. IV. 
Geo. Covyeon, Monroe, Mich., Editor. 
STAFF. 
Jas. l\lcDonnell, Niles, Ohio. Ed. McDonald, Mt. Pleasant, Mich. 
Ed. Taylor, Ann Arbor, 1\1 ich. Clar. Hunt, Kalamazoo, l\Jich. 
J. Posselius, Detroit, Mich. D. J. Ryan, Detroit, Mich. 
EDITORIAL. 
You will be pleased with the new style of the journal. 
It is the work of J as. McDonnell. 
Silence is the wit of fools, and one of the virtues of 
the wise. How would this rule apply to some of the 
boys in the yard ? We f ~ar that some of our "fools" 
would not be very witty, and some of our wise men would 
be lacking a very estimable virtue. 
The best music is lhe laughter of an innocent child. 
If you have no encouragement for our humble ef-
forts, please do not say anything at all. 
J 
r 
OUR FOREBEARS. II 
This paper has the approbatio/ of wiser heads than 
yours. 
What did you think of our red-letter edition of la5t 
week. 
LOCALS. 
The snufl-box seems to answer the purpose of the 
pipe of peace among a certain circle of our friends. 
How <lo you feel after St. Pat's. That was a fine 
walk. 
Joe Sharpe has returned from his northern trip ; and 
he reports a fine time in hunting and fishing. Ask him 
about the buck he killed. 
Passelius thinks he is the I rock on the coast,' but he 
foun<l out that Joe Grimaldi I ives there also ; it was when 
he learned that Fitz was the lucky man that his lip fell. 
Dan. Ryan was as jolly and handsome as ever. 
Billy says he will quit before he will let the queen 
fire him. 
IJ1d you see the hair-cut that Kromer, the Parson, 
got. Hussy and Gaulker had their hair cut too, only it 
was a close shave. 
' Pec.Jagogue' Bolte, the billiard shark from Cincin-
nati, say~ that Sam. Bezaire piays like a frozen peanut. 
Last Sunday afternoon i11 the clubroom, the 'lnvmci-
ble' Girardot was defeated in a game of checkers by 
'Pete' Brennan, the Windsor whirlwind. 
The Rhetoric Class will hold a meeting at the Pro-
An:hias Hotel next week to decide upon their baseball 
schedule for the coming season. Capt. McDonald is con-
fident of carrying off the pennant this year, and promises 
to put a cracker-jack team on lhe campus. But one man 
remains to be signed, and that is 'Slab' Shields, the phe-
nomenal fidder. He wants an increase in salary, but 
Cap. thinks he will come to terms, and 'Slab' will again 
figure on the team . 
.:ii1cKinley, before his election, promised to open the 
mills. The first mill to be opened was the Corbett-Fitz-
simons mill on last Wednesday. 
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' Old War Horse' Hillenmeyer thinks Louisville wiH 
land the rag tliis year. 
' Sandow' Mooney will give an exhibition of his 
strength at the auditorium next week. 
It is really deplorabl~ to think that horse-stealing 
cannot be stopped, A few months ago the Brougham sta_ 
bles were robbed of some noble equines, which were ex-
pected to make fast time this year(about examination time.) 
J#-' 
,IP eri ~I T . h. . I h b & 1( ~ 1s now t 1rteen years since ave een 1 ;JJ i present at the scenes of Christmas rejoicing 
~J# in the little village of Barrea, Italy, as it 
used to be in my young days. The old 
customs still remain, the religious fervor with which the 
peasants welcomed the king of ages has suffered no 
diminution. 
As the traveller passes from village to village, and 
from city to cily of the great Peninsula, customs peculiar 
to each meets his interested gazt::. The presence of the 
Crib in the hovels of the poor and in the palaces of the 
rich, gives to the holiday a distinctively Catholic char-
acter. 
It is pleasing to go back in memory to those early 
days in which the joys of boyhood filled the heart to 
overflowing. Gladsome anticipation takes hold of the 
young for many days before the feast. Thus as the fes-
tive chimes of bells rang out in the eve of the Feast of 
the Immaculate Conception, custom permitted the boys 
to gather in many a noisy rout and to pass around the 
village demanding from each housewife, her portion of 
material for the great fire in honor of the Madonna, 
which at night we revelled in, standing round in a great 
ring on the piazza. A similar celebration occurred on 
the vigil of St. Thomas, the Apostle. On that day the 
name of the Saint is the " Open Sesame" to every home, 
for he is the patron of the village. 
1 
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AN ITALIAN CHR1S1'MAS. 
I 13 
Just nine days before the twenty-fifth, and as regu-
larly a,; the se,1son itself, there comes from the llh\•n:; of the 
Ciociari two picturesque figures, Vin('enzo and Bernardo, 
who never failed to be on hand wilh their fife an<l pipes. 
On each of the nine days every home was visited by these 
two musicians of the old school. They played and sang 
the praises of the infant King before a crib or small allar, 
placed in a corner in the best room in the house, decked 
with holy pictures and lighted with candles. 
They were the welcome friends of every one in the 
village, and many had watched them in their annual visit, 
noticing with regret that each year brought deeper wrin. 
kles on their brows. 
During these days boys and grown youths make it a 
duty to prepare for themselves torches. These corsist of 
a pole split at one end in which are fixed little sticks of 
wood. The number of sticks thus fixed form a bulky 
bundle in the shape of an inverted cone, which are tied 
together with twisted cords of hedgewood. 
On the Holy Night the fire is renewed. A great 
heap of stumps, logs, and broken boards have been gath-
en::d, and in this the strong arms of young men have 
helped. The peasant, too, returning from toil in the 
fields, brings some evergreen branches to make the fi re 
sputter and crackle. Sometimes even, an enthusiast is 
seen to unload a mule of a great bundle of wocd for the 
bonefire, which is the signal for the boys to raise the cry 
of " Evv1va," to the stars. 
By nine o'clock the flames lighted up the country far 
and near. The torches are now ignited and a grand pro-
cession is formed-torches of all sizes to suit the strength 
of the bearer. The whole village resounds with the cry, 
" Ev\·iva Gesu Bambrno,"-Praise to the child Jesus. At 
ten, the prolonged chimes of the bel ls bring all the peo-
ple to the church and the office is sung in long and sol-
emn tones or joy. The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass then 
follows, and words of exhortation from the priest. 
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When they again emerge from the church dawn is not fa1 
away and will soon appear across the lofty Apennines to 
welcom~ the smiling Babe of Bethlehem on his throne. 
-A. SCAR:-:ECCHIA, 109. 
Jrnr tflr &uke nf i!;ili .Alttta £Inter. 
p-"' ",.).~ ~ ~ f '7T' ~ HE name of Bosler had for several years past 
~ W ~ been closely connected with all branches 
~~_# of athletics at old l)arberton. And Carl 
was justly proud of the reputation he had 
made for himself. But now, in his fourth year, he did 
not like the fact that a Sophomore should take the most 
praise for Darberton's numerous victories on the gridiron. 
The students, however, were fickle in their praises, and 
though they considered Bosler one of the best full-backs 
in the country, nevertheless they revered quarter-back 
Dunn as the greatest hero that ever J0nned the mole-
skins, and l)unn was only a Sophomore ! This feature it 
was that most chagrined "Cap." Bosler and his fellow-
Seniors. 
The Seniors of Darberton had always represented 
the student body in all matters pertaining to Athletics. 
Bosler was the captain of the first team in Rugby, Garb}' 
was manager, Kettle was presidenl of the ,\.thletic Asso-
ciation, and Baker was Secretary-Treasurer. The Seniors 
held most of the offices in the college. But lbis year was 
a surprise to all! A new student, by the unassuming 
name of William Dunn, had been elected to the prnsi-
dency of the Crescent Club, an<l Dunn was only a Sopho-
more I Trut, J uniors had·occasionally been allowed to 
hold minor positions in other clubs, bul never before in 
the history of Darberton had a Sopbomore been known 
to aspire to the position of presidency of any association. 
D unn had successfully attempted this, and, what hurt 
most, be ha<l overwhelmingly defeated Carl Bosler, a 
Senior I 
t 
t 
.r 
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At first Boskr rould scarcely realize that he had 
been defeated by a Sophomore, but when he di<l he was 
inclined to laugh about it. But in every University there 
seems to be some one who delights in sowing the seeds 
of hatred. Darberton was no exception. Herb Bakt:r 
was outwardly one of the williest and most popular of the 
Seniors. He played half-back on the Rugby team and 
was ,•ice-president of his class. But when Bosler was 
defeated at the elections of the Crescent Club. he ingen-
iously set about poisoning his class-ma.te's mind against 
Dunn. And Dunn's popularity as a foot-ball player help· 
ed along the plans of Bakt:r. Soon it was apparent that 
Bosler was not friendl}' towards Billie Dunn. Hosler re-
mo\'ed him from one football game and as a const:quenc:e 
his team was nearly beaten. Every dar the plucky quar-
ter-back became more and more popular until at the 
final game of the year his name was heard on all lips but 
the Seniors. 
Barnellsville had fer many years been the rival of 
Darberlon in Rugby, but for the last two years they had 
been beaten by the excdlenl drop-kir.king of Bosler. But 
this year they had a good team and were determined to 
do or die. But still they feared Busler. They knew that 
if he were absent from the game they would ha\'e an ex-
cellent cba1we to win. The day of the game approached, 
however. and Bosler was in high spirits, for a number of 
his relatives and friends were corning from a distance to 
witness th~ game. About tt:n o'clock that morning he 
was at tht' station to meet his parents. Great was his 
dismay ,, hen the station agent announced that the train 
had bee11 wrecked at Bono, a small town about thirty 
miles distant. In a dejecteJ spirit he callt:d to Baker to 
return to the college with him, but the latter claimed to 
have some pressing business on hand which would detain 
him for several hours. So nosier boarded a car and re-
turned to Darberton. When Il.lker arrived several hours 
later he harded Carl a kit-gram wbirh contaim•d the 
startling news that his father was at Bono in a serious 
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condition. He hastened to St?cure an auto as the quick-
est means of transportation. As the car disappeared in 
' the distance, Baker smiled and went about as one who 
was well satisfied with the manner in which he had finish-
ed Sl>me undertaking. 
\Vith reckless speed our ht.!ro sped through the coun-
try and in a short time arrived at his destination. But 
great i nJet:d was his surprise when he beheld his father 
and a crowd of friends pac.ked in an old farm wagon on 
their way to Darberton. Mr. Bu51er was greatly surprised 
Lo sec: his son so far from Darberton when even then the 
principal game of the year was about to commence. On 
the return trip lo the college explanations were made, 
while the auto was pushed to its utmost speed. When 
they arrived, the firsl half was already over. A crowd at 
once gatbere<l around Bosler an<l exhorted him to dress 
at once. Under such a demand he wa'i forced to yield 
and R,t.ker accompanied him to the club·house and ex-
plained the state of the game. The score was 8 to 6 in 
favor of Barndlsville ! But Baker also consolingly said 
that Billie Dunn was losing a large amount of popularity 
throu~h the game. For a moment Bosler hesitated 
whether or not he should enter the game and thereby help 
bis biltt:rest rival. But it was with the alluring hope of 
regaining some of his lost popularity that the mighty full-
back quickly finished dressing and entered the field. A 
great cheer resounded as Carl walked to the coach and 
rnported himself. Darberton's whole team, with the sole 
exception of Dunn, seemed to have lost all confidence, 
but when Dunn, who was acting as captain in Bosler's ab-
sence, sent the substitute full-back to the side lines, and 
Bosler took his place, the team appeared to have taken 
on a new life. After several long runs by Dnnn and Bos-
ler, the ball was advanced to within thirty yards of the 
coveted goal. But here Barnellsville stubbornly hdd. 
With but two minutes to play, all hopes of a touch down 
vanished and Dunn signalled for a place-kick. Bosler 
dropped back in preparation to kick the ball but Dunn 
.. 
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politely whispered to him to hold the ball while he him-
self would attempt to kick it. Carl did as he was bid-
den and catching the ball dropped upon lhe ground lo 
hold it. 
Now was the trying moment! The spectators hel<l 
their breath in awe ! The home team fiercely che<'ked 
off their opponents ! Dunn gritted his teeth as he step-
ped forward to win or lose the game. The result depend-
ed upon him ! Even the Seniors were at the mom~nt 
willing to concede all praise to their enemy if he shoul<l 
win this game. But a different state of mind htld pos-
session of the full-back as he lay on the. cold ground. 
If Dunn made the kick and won the game the:: praise 
would be Dunn's! Dunn would be the sole object of 
esteem to all the students ! All the glory and all the 
che~ring would be for Dunn ! And Dunn was a Sopho-
more ! What a splendid chance for revenge! A slight 
tilt of the ball and the goal would be missed by a wide 
margin. Then would the popular applause be turned to 
blame! The loss of the game would he placed upon 
Dunn's shoulders and the students would wish that Bos-
ler had had the chance to try a drop-kick. Bosler would 
once more be the idol of the campus, while Dunn, the 
Sophornore, would be mentioned only with disgust! 
These and a thousand other wild thoughts rushed through 
the mind of the caplain. But the word "captain" brought 
him to his senses. Would he lose the most important 
game of the year for his Alma Mater? No! he was a 
man! And wilh steady hands he held the ball while his 
bitterest enemy sent it spinning between the pests and 
just above the bar. With a mighty cheer the crowd rush-
ed upon the field and carried Dunn away on their should-
ers. Bosler started sullenly for the club-house, but bis 
class mates gathered about him and bore him side by 
side with his rival. 
Next day Bosler approached Dunn and congratulated 
him on his fine work. But Billie was not in the least 
ostentatious. He claimed that had it not been for Bos 
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ler's timely arrival, the game would have been hopelessly 
lost. After this the young men grew to be steady friends 
anJ were alwars seen together on the campus. Carl ex-
plained to bis former rival how be had been duped and 
taken away and how he had felt on his rP.turn. But never 
would he mention the struggle which ha<l taken place 
within him as he held that ball. One man only seemed 
lo be not over-joyous over the outcome of the game. 
An<l when Baker realized the failure of his plans, he soon 
ldt college 011 the plea of ill-health. \\'henever there is 
a meeliug of the old students of Darberton, they never 
fail to recall the great works of Bosler and Dunn. Bos-
ler returned to his Alma ::\later as a foot ball coach while 
Dunn remained until his graduation, and is now a pro-
fossor in one or the large universities. 
-JA)IES C. HART~ETT, 'tt . 
N.ciglJhor 3Jotttif <ttl1arity murk. 
~ "',).~ ( a, \ 1-l ROUGH the silent night the snow had i ' ~ been falling steadily, an<l still a few large 
~ !¥>-# white flakes were zig.zagging to the earth 
carpeted in purest white. The windows of 
a little farm house hair burit:d in the snow stared at its 
more pretentious neighbor across the way as if half 
frightened at tbe changes made by the storm. Suddenly 
lhe dour of tbe smaller house opened and a little sharp 
face peered furtively out and then disappt:ared as quickly 
as it had come. But it reappeared in a moment like a 
flash. a little squirrel like face with freckled, up turned 
nose, and bright inquisitive blue eyes that looked every-
where at once. • 
11 Well, for the land a-livin," a child's voice exclaim-
ed, " :Mama, do come here and look at J ones' wind-mill. 
I t looks just like a big white castle!" 
"Pooh!" exclaimed a little urchin with roun<l, red 
cheeks, standing on tip-toe and looking over her head 
"\ 
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" That don't look like no castle. You never seen one 
any how." 
u What does it look like then, Mr. Smartie ?" asked 
Susan. 
"Like a-a-tower for a giant," answered Johnny, with 
an air of haughty triumph. 
"Oh, Oh ! Tower for a giant? And it hasn't got no 
door," laughed Susie, shaking her little yellow pig tail 
derisively. 
"Be you children quarrdhng again/' cried a sharp 
but not unkindly voice from the gloom within the door-
way; "And lwo days afore Christmas-well you 'art to 
be ashamed I" 
Just then neigbbor Jones came forth from the large 
house across the way. 
"Good morning, Neighbor Jones, 11 cried John 
shrilly. 
Neighbor Jones turned and actually waved bis hand 
at the two children, much to their surprise, because it 
was generally believed that Jones did not like children, 
not having any of his own. 
His coming seemed to be the signal for a sudden 
gust of wind, for in a moment the big snow castle or 
tower disat>peared and Neighbor Jones was almost hidden 
from view in a blinding cloud of white. The children 
laughed and clapped their hands, and when the snow 
settled Neighbor Jones had disappeared within his house. 
'' Mercy oo us," cried his Mrs. Jones, "There you've 
gone rolling in the snow like little Johnny Smith. When 
t:ver will you get some sense, I'd like to know." 
"My dear, I wa'nt rolling in the snow," expostulated 
Neighbor Jones. 
Mrs. Jones moved her glasses downward from her 
forehead to her eyes and stared at her husband sternly, 
as an elderly school ma'am might look at a little boy. 
Neighbor Jones fidgetted about in a sheepish kind of 
way as a little boy might do in the same position. But _ 
there was no humor in Mrs. Jones' face . 
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" Silas Jones," she said in her sternest tones, ·' Ho~-
did that snow get on you ?" 
" It fell on me," answered Silas, nanging his head. 
"Don't you dare come into my clean kitd1en and 
tell me such a story as that. Go and sweep yourself off 
right a.way." 
Silas meekly obeyed. 
When he returned he looked about the room with 
displeasure, though it was large enough, warm enough. 
,vith plenty of light, but Yery quiet. Yes, that was it, 
not enough noise. Neighbor Jones fdt lonely. Ther<::-
was a canary once, a long time ago, bangmg up near the 
window, but it got on Sarah's nerves. Sarah did not like 
animals that were not useful; and Sarah, scrupulously 
neat and firm, and religious always, knew what was best. 
She too was looking al the cheerful little home across the 
way where Bob's two orphan children lived, for John anti 
Susan Smith had been adopted by their neighbor long 
before they were old enough to remember anything abo..it 
it. They did not know that Neighbor Jones was their 
uncle. Tht:ir father had not been helped but ratbt:r hin-
dered by his elder brother during life, and when <leath 
came Neighbor Jones and his wife were as reluctant to re 
ceive their children. The Smiths had taken them homet 
and their own father and mother could not have cared for 
them better. 
Neighbor Jones and his wife sat in silence for a long 
time looking at two little figures in blue caps and red 
mittons that were dancing gaily around a huge snow man. 
For several days they had been discussing a plan in 
which the children were directly concerned. 
" \V e've got 'em all right, 11 said Neighbor Jones, 
"But are you sure we,d better take em ?" 
" Of course we,d better take 'em, poor things," an-
swered his wife, "You need somebody for the mi lkin' and 
it's about time fo r me to be thinking of help." 
" I expect Miles and Emily will make a fus.," re-
marked Neighbor J ones. 
I 
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"Emily Smith will have nothing to say about it," 
Teplit:d Mrs. Jones decisively, " Who can give them child-
ren the best home I'd like to know?" "And who's got 
the best claim to them. Besides who's adopted 'em 
legal ? You go and see them to-morrow." ' 
lluL there was one thing that ~ eighbor Jones had 
failt:d to consider, and Lhat was the children. John, the 
younger of the children was a liule :;low of thought, but 
his ht:art was in the right place; Susy on the other hand, 
was quick-witted and far more resourceful than the older 
f)eoplt: Lhought. 
On the next morning Neighbor Jones went over to 
the shed where Miles was chopping wood. 
11 Good morning, neigbbor," said Milt!s, looking up 
in surprise, "How be rou ?" 
'' Right spry," answered Neighbor Jones, 11 I've got 
a little plan I wanted to talk over with you, about the 
children." 
,\liles laid a~ide his wood and wiped his moist fore-
head. He experienced a strange heavy feeling in the re-
gion of his heart-a foreboc.ling of trouble . 
'· The chilc.lren ain't here now," he said, "They'ye 
gone down to the church to he! p with the decoralion." 
" \\'ell I wasn't calculaLin' to see them jest yet. I 
wante<l to speak to you first." 
"\Vhat in thunder is he up to now ?" ruminated 
i\[iles. 
" Now me and the wife have been planning a plea-
sant little surprise tl} the children." 
'' Thank ye both; it's very kind of ye," answc:red 
:\Iiles. 
" In fact-well--you see, we're goin to adopt 'em." 
" Adopt 'em ?" exclaimed Miles. 
" Yes, take 'em in, and rear 'em like they ought to 
l>e. You see me and the wife got to thinking that per-
haps we haven't done just right by 'em, letting 'em live 
among strangers, and seein' that to-morrow's Christmas, 
why it strikes me like a good time to begin." 
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Miles was too much amazed to think clearly, a mist 
came before his eyes, and he took two or three steps for-
ward. 
IC Let's go in and talk with Emily," he managed to 
say. 
As Miles went up the walk trudging along with bent 
head, Jones fell a peculiar feeling, something like pity, as 
he looked at the bent shoulders and white locks of his 
neighbor. They entered the storm shed stamping the 
snow from their feet and Emily opened the door. 
cc Land sakes ! If yo'n ain't Neighbor Jones. Co1oe 
right in I" She exclaimed, but at the sight of her hus-
band's troubled face she ceased speaking. 
"Emily," he began, cc We've just been talking and 
Neighbor Jones has got something to tell you." 
"You'd better tell her," suggested Si. Jones. 
IC Well, it's like tbis," said Miles, cc I guess Si's been 
getting somethmg of the Christmas spirit too, and h'es 
made 'em a handsome offer. He's offered to take 'em 
over to the big home for ~ood." 
cc Fur good! Why, Silas, what do you mean?" ex-
claimed Mrs. Smith. 
"Of course," added Miles, "he didn't know how at-
tached we was to 'em." 
" I reckon it will be the best for 'em, and it's evident 
the Lord's will," interrupted Neighbor Jones 
"Of course it would be for the children's own good," 
said Miles, "and we could see 'em just the same, they'd 
run over purty often, like as not." But the thought of the 
children living as strangers in the house across the way 
was too much for Miles, and he could proceed no further. 
"You should a taken them afore they got to be just 
like our own," said Mrs. Sibith in anger. " Laws a me, 
if we could keep one it would'nt be so bad, but which I 
don't know, cause I like 'em both better than the other." 
11 Come now, it won't be fair to the little ones to 
keep 'em away from their nice home, and their uncle to 
take care of 'em," insisted Neighbor Jones. 
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"But it wouldn't be quite fair to give them up either." 
"No," said Miles, "You'd better know first as last, I 
can't give 'em up nohow. Them children belong to me." 
Neighbor Jones may have been expecting this, for he 
took from his pocket a document which he shook before 
Miles impressively. 
" I guess they are mine anyhow," he said, "and 
here's the deed to 'em. I 've got 'em by lawful right a& 
the nearest relation they've got. You never adopted 'em 
legal, Miles Smith, and I take possession of 'em to-
morrow." 
For a moment Miles stood unable to reply. Then 
brought to himself by the sobbing of his wife he shrank 
as from a blow. 
"We're peaceable and law abiden' Neighbor Jones," 
he said in a low voice, " and we haint never had no deal-
in's with the law, I suppose you've a right to take our 
little ones from us. Poor things they won't know no 
better. You can call for 'em tomorrow right after church 
and Christmas dinner, and as for you, you poor, low down 
stingy cuss. you get out." 
When they were alone Mlles went over to his wife 
and put his hand on her shoulder. "Never mind, moth-
er," he said, " cheatin' games never prosper. Things will 
come out for the best somehow." 
Sometime later the children rushed gaily into the 
hous~. 
"Oh, mama, we've had the loveliest time," ex. 
claimed Susy, "you ought to see the little babe in the 
stable.'' "And Joseph and Mary," chimed in John, "and 
the kings and the funniest little cow-why mama, you've 
been crying, what is the matter?" 
Susy looked from one to the other. " Who 's done 
and been here ?" she asked. 
" Hush child," said her father, 11 little girls should'nt 
be so spry." 
" How do you know somebody's been here," inquir-
ed John. 
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" Cause." answered Susie, " I see the big rocker in 
the dining room, and the new broom in the shed." 
Whc:n the children heard the story John stuck his 
fists into his eyes, opened his mouth and emitted a loud 
wail. " Oo-oo-wah ! I don't want to live with old 
N eigbbor Jones," he cried. 
"But he is your uncle," interposed l\Irs. Smith. 
"I nen::r knowed it afore," bawled John. 
It was a grain of comfort at least, for the parents to 
learn that their children were not ut all in sympathy with 
the new pl.rn. Susie tightened her lips and said not a 
wurd. ~he tried to think, but could not. Instead, her 
rnind kept repeating over and over the words she had 
learned that afternoon : "Ask and you shall receiye-ask 
and you shall receive." 
Suddenly a strange idea came to her, "why not ask 
the little babe in the manger?" 
She managed to est:ape without being seen and ran 
out into the darkness toward the village, tw,, miles away. 
She ran on and on frightened and breathless. As she 
reached the silent church her heart quakeJ \\ith new 
terror, but her mind still repeated the words, "ask and 
you shall receive-ask and you shall receive." 
'She opened a door, a single spark of light was burn-
ing dimly before the altar. As she fdt her way down the 
aisle toward the crib she stopped suddenly with a new 
fear. There was the crib before her, but what was the 
big shadow moving toward her. Why it is Father Clar-
son '. With a cry of relief she rushed forward sobbing, 
and told him of the great trouble that threatened. 
Christmas dinner, the nt!xt day, would have been a 
sad affair for the Smith's had not Father Clarson invited 
hims,~lf to it. He was not long in telling them that 
Neighbor Jones had no claim upon the children and 
would not trouble them again. 
" ll urrah I" cried John, and Susie gave her mother a 
decisive hug to emphasize the good news. 
11 
.\nd we won't go to 1\[rs. J ones' old church, where 
they aint got no J esus in the manger," cried John. 
Everybody laughed, even Father Clarson. 
11 Bless your hearts," was all their mother could say. 
"Gosh all hemlock !" responded Miles Smith fer-
vently. 
-W. J. R08INSON,'o8. 
• 
THE AWAKENING. 
ufqe J\wttktning. 
J..k' ~ ~ ~ f gf \ DREAMED a dream, a gloomy dream ~ .2J .~ Of a time, far far away, ~ ~ . 
When murder, lust and infamy, 
O'er all Lhe world, held sway. 
And clouds of woe, and a foreign foe 
Soon with their dark wings came, 
While lhe peaceful light of this world bright 
Was dimmed in blood and shame. 
And each hill-side was crimson dyed, 
And streams rolled red and wild 
With the mmgled blood. of the brave and good, 
Of mother and maid and child . 
For its kings unjust, betrayed their trust, 
Its quet:ns, though fair, were frail, 
Fierce robber bands from foreign lands, 
With war-crit::s filled the gale. 
Then in abject prayer, the people dare 
To raise their fettered hands, 
For the quick advent of the Messiah sent 
To break their iron I.Jands. 
* * * * 
Years passed by, and the orient sky 
Blazed with a new born light 
And Bethlehem's star shone bright afar, 
O'er a doome<l world's fearful night. 
Then three kings old with myrrh and gold, 
Far followed the starry guide, 
To a stable cold, where in swaddling, rolled, 
The Lord had sought to hide. 
Thus, like a rose, o'er a land of woes, 
The smiling dawn awoke, 
And in happy hour, a voice· of power 
Released us from our yoke. 
Then the people all, obeyed the call 
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Of Christ's divine command. 
Vowing to praise, in future days, 
His name in every land. 
And now each nation, in salutation, 
To the skies, the glories, sing, 
Of Mary's son, the God-made man, 
Of Christ, the infant king. 
* * * * 
My dream took flight as the sun-beams, bright 
Shone on my soul forlorn, 
And I awoke, as the grey dawn broke, 
On that joyful Christmas morn. 
-WILLIAM C. MOFFATT, '09. 
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Ehtturtal. 
We wish you a Merry Christmas. 
Peace on earth : good will to men. 
Ring out the old, ring in the new. 
Ring out the false, ring in the true. 
This is the month, and this the happy morn, 
Wherein the Son of Heaven's Eternal King, 
Of wedded maid and virgin mother born, 
Our great redemption from above did bring. 
r»o &ant tlJe immigrant. 
The meeting of the Catholic Church Exlension ~o-
ciety in Chicago during the last month was one of the 
most notable g'ltherings which the church in America has 
yet hdd. A very large number of the most prominent 
CaLholics, both lay and clerical, have committed them-
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selves to co-operate in promoting the work of active 
extension of the church in the most neglected districts at 
home and in lands where the light of the Gospel has 
scarcely penetrated at all. The names of the promoters 
of the movement promise much for the future. 
A notable feature of the work is the establishment 
of missions among foreigners in the larger cities to offset 
the system of proselytizing, which the sects have organ-
ized in many of the more popular centres. These mis-
sions, as they are called, have lost to the church many of 
the indigent Catholics from various parts of Europe. 
Their methods are simple, but in some cases the results 
have been very detrimental to the faith of the uneducat-
ed immigrants. In Philadelphia, for example, the Pres-
byterians have secured for this work an old church in the 
Italian quarter. Here a number of the church workers, 
mainly women, have managed by means of distributing 
small charities, and free meals, to assemble each day 
more than a hundred Italian children for the ostensible 
purpose of instructing them in bible history and religious 
knowledge. The children are very willing to undergo the 
prescribed mental gymnastics for the sake of the free 
lunch, and their parents see no reason why they should 
deprive their little ones of their afternoon meal. In most 
instances the parents themselves are not zealous in the 
matter of religion, and, while secretly congratulating 
themselves at getting something for nothing, tht:y are cal-
lous or indifferent to the mischief which this sweet-meat 
system of evangelizing the ignorant is working among 
their offspring. So alarming have these leaks from the 
faith become that many pastors have tried every method 
to obviate the evil. So tar none has proved eminently 
successful, and it has often thrown into despair the zeal-
ous pastor, in whose parish one of the evangelical mis-
sions has secured a foothold. The dearth of priests, as 
lately pointed out by Fr. Doyle in the Ecclesiastical Re-
view, makes it impossible to work among these classes in 
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the personal way which is necessary to save them to the 
Church. 
It seldom happens that any condition arises with 
which the Church is not already perfectly familiar. Prob-
lems new to others are old to the Church and their solu-
tion has been made years, perhaps centuries ago. Others 
may learn from her, she rarely has the opportunity to 
learn from others. But the present one is in many res-
pects unique, and a solution must be found. For years 
this problem has called for a solution, and she has in 
this as in all others, carefully avoided anything like organ-
ized proselytism. But it would seem that the present one 
must be met by some system of mission work, similar to 
the home missions for foreigners which the sects have 
originated. Not that the church in this case is abandon-
ing old and cherished principles. The1e is a vast differ-
ence between the attitude of the Protescant and the 
Catholic Home Mission for foreigners. The former is a 
systematic attempt to pervert the religious beliefs of Cath-
olics, for such foreigners are professedly Catholics, though 
in practice they are derelict. The Catholic missionary, 
on the other hand, is seeking to save his own, to keep 
alive the faith among such as have grown negligent. It 
seems probable, therefore, that in the near future the 
Church Extension Society will organize missions for for-
eigners similar in methods to the existing protestant so-
c1et1ts. With the co-operation of a zealous laity they 
hope to counteract the attempts of the sects at pervert-
ing our immigrant poor. 
SOCCER GAME, OCT. 3 I ,'09. 
Our final league game against the Sons of England. 
was a fitting close to a good season. At the end of an 
hour's playing the College had added another game to 
their list of victories. Murphy and Robinet were res-
ponsible for the only score of this game, and their fine 
work repeatedly brought forth applause from the specta-
tors. Mooney, as usual, also played a brilliant game, as 
well as Mahony and Joe Moran. For the visitors llen-
nett, Butterby and Keane greatly helped to hold the 
spirited Collegians to their lone score. The visitors 
showed improvement in their offensive work, and, as they 
are booked for a post-season game, the Collegians will be 
forced to hustle some the next time these two teams clash. 
The following is the line-up of the teams : 
ASSUMPTION. 
Bush 
J. Morah 
Bell, :Mahoney 
Mahoney, Condrick 
Quigley 
Goal 
Fulls 
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SONS OF ENGLAND. 
F. Gook 
W. Gook 
Keane 
Butterby 
Wilson 
W. Moran 
~Iurphy, Bell 
Mooney 
Robinet 
Costello 
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Half-backs 
Centre 
Cullerne 
Lawrence 
Bennett 
Warren 
Carter 
Cone.Irick, Murphy 
Goal-.Murpby. 
Forwards Crostwaile 
Referee-Filer. 
SoccER G,urn, Nov. 9. 
As Walkerville had tinisht:d but one point ahead of 
us in the Peninsular league, and bad also inflicted upon us 
our only defeat of the year, the boys were anxious to re-
venge themselves on that team. And they certainly did 
so on Thanksgiving d1y, for they trimmed the cup win-
ners to the delightful tune of 4 to o. The visitors played 
hard but they not only were unable to stop the speed of 
our forwards but also found our defense impregnable. 
The boys are proud of the showin~ made by them so far 
and they promise to keep up the good work until cold 
weather forces them to turn their energies to hand-ball 
and baskt:t-ball. 
SoccER GAME, Nov. 14. 
After having been twice defeated by our team, the 
Sons of England ventured to stop us at least once. Al-
though they did not win, they gave us a good fight, and 
the game resulted in a tie. 2 to 2. The visitors showed a 
deci<.leJ improvement in their playing. and if they had 
played the same all season as they did in this post season 
game Lhey would have been strong contenders for the 
cup. As the snow has arrived we fear that we shall have 
few, if any, more opportunities of witnessing soccer 
games on the College diamond. Against the Sons of 
England this year we have scored five goals to their two 
against us. 
BELVEDERE'S SOCCER. 
After having played Lhree tie games, the Sandwich 
Jrs. and Belvederes met for the fourth time on Saturday, 
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Nov. 2 1. The visitors were strengthened by the addition 
of several new players, but they coul<l not cope with the 
excellent team work which the Belvedere.; have at last 
perfe--tc::<l. The score was a decisive one an<l the Belve-
<leres still maintain a clear record. L. LeBoeuf, McIn-
tyre and Brennan succeede<l in shooting goals, while the 
visitors were unable to penetrate our defense. For the 
visitors Murphy, H. LeBoeuf and Lassaline were excep-
tionally good, while McIntyre, i\'lerkle and Brennan were 
the Collegians' reliables. The Belve<leres have also play-
ed the Stdlas' Reserves several games this year and they 
have captured most of these. In the Belvedere Lea~ue 
team \lo. 2 ts in the lead, with Nos. 1 and 3 close 
behind 
P. Y. Y. LEAGUE. 
Despite the fact that the Yard and Philosophers have 
re<loul,led their efforts, they have not succeeded in de-
feating the strong Yannigans. However, enough games 
are yet to be played to enable one of the lower teams to 
pass the so far inviucibles, should they suffer a losing 
streak. The Yard especially is trying hard to increase its 
uoints, while the Philosophers patiently await a chance to 
pass the haughty Yannigans. As the latter have not lost 
a game, the Philosophical wits have had plenty of time 
to store up epithets to hurl at their rivals should they 
ever happen to lose. At present, however, the Yannigans 
are untroubled, and the chances are that they will be so 
till the end of the year. The following is the standing of 
the three teams : 
Won. Lost. Draw. Points. 
Yannigans 5 0 2 I2 
Philosophers 2 3 2 6 
Yard I 5 2 4 
bghy. 
RuGnv GAME, OcT. 31. 
Some "hoo-doo11 seemed to have stationed itself on 
the Assumption team, for it matters not how hard they 
_. 
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play, they are forced to take the small end of the score. 
The Lincolns were a little slow in getting started, and by 
several dazzling trick plays and excellent forward passes 
our team carried the ball down the field to within striking 
distance of their opponent's goal. But here they were 
held and Ed. McQuillan was called on for a drop-kick. 
In his clever manner he sent the ball spinning over the 
bar for the first score of the game. The visitors, how· 
ever, soon started things going, and through the good 
work of Walker, Thompson and Lincoln, they made two 
touch-downs. Walker kicked both goals and when the 
game was finished Assumption had been vanquished for 
the third straight game, the score of this one being 12 to 
4 in favor of the Lincolns. 
RUGBY GAME, Nov, 4. 
After having met defeat for three successive games 
the Rugby team took on new life and beat the fast Holy 
Rosary team by a score of ro to 6. The day was chilly 
but it did not take long for the Assumption players to get 
down to work. Our forward passes have improved won-
derfully, and through these we made many substantial 
gains. In the middle of the first h:1!f several good runs 
by Longe, McQuillan and Drouillard brought us within 
20 yards of our opponent's goal. Then Frank McQuillan, 
by some clever running, carried the ball over for the first 
score of the game. Ed. McQui!lan missed the goal. 
Later in the first half the forward passes gave us another 
touchdown, this time by Jack Longe. The wind again 
spoiled Ed. McQuillan's kick and the first half ended 
with the score ro to o in our favor. In the second half 
Darling was injured and M. Blackwell took his place. 
During this half, through the good work of Flattery and 
McGough, the visitors carried the ball to our 30 yard 
line wben they were forced to punt. The ball, however, 
was misjudged by one of our men and Flattery grabbed 
it and carried it over. McGough kicked the goal. Time 
was called soon after and Assumption had won its first 
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Rugby victory this year. Special praise is due "Bob" 
.Flattery, McGough and Md,fara of the visitors. The 
following is the line up of the two teams : 
ASSU~IPTJON. HOLY ROSARY 
Longe, (Capt ) I. e. Kermich 
Egan, Fillion, I. t. Fitzgerald, Geipel 
Gazalla, l. g. Duffy, (Capt.) 
Toolan, c. Kramer 
H. Blackwell, r. g. Webber 
Darling: M. Blackwell, r. t. Kuhn 
E. McQuillan r. e. Davey 
Brehler q. Mc Mara 
F. McQuillan l. h. b. McGough 
O'Rourke r. b. h. Flattery 
Drouillard, f. b. Martz 
Toucbdowns-F. McQuillan, Longe, Flattery. 
Goals-McGough. 
Officials-Fitzgerald and Hartnett. 
RuGBY GAME, Nov. 14. 
For the fourth time this year the Assumption Rugby 
team met defeat, the one on Saturday, Nov. 24, at 
the hands of the fast Wolverines. Though lighter than 
our team they far outclassed us in team work, and after 
they were started they worked like a machine in making 
their touch-downs. It is principally due to our ends that 
they were held down to 11 to 5. During the first five 
minutes of play the Assumption players bad everything 
their own way and carried the ball down the field till Ed . 
.McQuillan, after receiving a forward pass, ran 40 yards 
for a touch-down. The wind carried his kick wide and 
the game started again with Assumption five to the good. 
But adversity seemed to rouse the Wolverines, and when 
finally the whistle blew for the end of the game they had 
won by a score of 11 to 5. 
A. C. RESERVES. 
Our second team in Rugby is in its class what we 
hoped our repres~ntative team wou\d be. So far thi 
) 
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season it has conquered such teams as Walkerville, Wind-
sor H. S., and the Trumbulls of Detroit, while they were 
defeated but once, by the Superiors of Windsor. Their 
backs, W. Drouillard, Whalen, Brennan and Hetherington 
are all first class men, while the same must be said of the 
ends, Joe. Murphy and M. Blackwell. Camoau, McGuire, 
O'Neil, McIntyre, LeBoeuf, Burns and Cooney have all 
proved themselves efficient line-men. On Saturday, Nov. 
2 1, they played what was perhaps their hardest game of 
the season, winning from the Trumbulls by a score of 1 I 
to o. O'Neil and Brennan made the touch-downs, and 
Hetherington kicked the goal. 
MINIMS RUGBY. 
Perhaps the greatest surprise of the season was the 
defeat of the valiant .Minims on Saturday, Nov. 2 r, by 
the Trumbull Jrs. Up to the last two minutes of play 
the home team led by a score of 4 to o, but then two 
costly fumbles followed by a well-directed on side kick 
gave the visitors a touch-down and the game. But this 
defeat was the first suffered by our Mimms this season. 
So far they have beaten Sandwich, Windsor and the 
Franklins. In all these games Sullivan, O'Flaherty, Fox 
and :\Iartin h.ive shown up especially well, as also did 
Ayers and Morand. In the beginning of the year Mr. 
Rogers was confronted with the hard proposition of build-
ing up a team from what was entirely new material. But 
with his characteristic undauntedness, assisted by his su-
perb knowledge of Rugby, he turned out a winning team 
of which he is now justly proud. Assistant coach Thiede 
also deserves much credit for his untiring efforts in mak-
ing the Minims a winning team. 
A. c .. Ml~Ul\fS. 
Swinehart I. e. 
Muran I. t. 
Taylor 1. g. 
Buus c. 
13edar<l r. g. 
TR UM BELL J RS. 
Ehern 
Brown 
F. Smith 
Shields 
WhiteY 
Assm,1PT10~ COLLEGE REvrnw. 
A. C. MINIMS. 
Ayres 
O'Flaherty 
Sullivan 
r. t. 
r. e. 
q. 
TRUMBELL J RS. 
Hanson 
Murray 
Coveney 
Isrel Fox 1. h. b. 
Maher r. h. b. Peters 
Martin f. b. H. Smith 
Score-First half: A. C. Minims, 4; Trumbell Jrs., o. 
Second half: " o ; " 5. 
Final score : " 4 ; " S· 
Touch-down-Eht.!m. Drop-kick-Fox. 
Time of Halves-15 minutes. 
Referee and Umpire-Thiede and Hartnett. 
ilaabt-italL 
An enthusiastic meeting of the Basket-ballers was 
held a short time ago, and tb is year's outlook is excep-
tionally bright. Only )a!;t year this game was introduced 
at Assumption, and our representative team proved to be 
a winner. This year all the old players have returned 
and several new ones are also trying out for the team. 
For the line \Ve have Busch, Drouillard and Hartnett of 
last year's team, and Murphy and Mullen of the new 
ones. As guards, BlackwelJ, Mooney and Longe have 
returned and are being pushed hard by Moriarity, l\Icln-
tyre and Toolan. Drouillard is this year's Captain, and 
Mooney is Secretary. Several games have already been 
arranged and the team is practising daily. 
}AS. C. HARTNETT, 111. 
\ 
.. 
We ask the assistance of the Alumni in making U,is department 
as interesting as po,sible. With,,ut your assistance it is impossible 
for us to secure all the items that \\ e shall need. Do not forget us. 
A line or two wiil suffice. 
We extend to the members of the Alumni, one and 
all, our heartiest wishes for a Merry Xma5 and a Happy 
and Prosperous New Year. 
Rev. J. Lynch,195, has recently completed a hand-
some church in St. John's, Mich. In two years, by 
his hard work and personal attention to every detail, he 
has been enabled to secure funds during lhal !ime to 
finish the undertaking that seemed so great. The church, 
which cost about $25,000, was dedicated last month by 
Bishop Foley with impressive ceremonies. Among 
the priests present were Rev. F. D Hill,'01, Rev. A. Duo-
ling,190, Rev. F. Lindeman,'oo, Rev. L. J. Brancl1eau.'83, 
and Rev. D. Hayes,196. Father Dooling celebr,1tt:d :fol-
emn H ii:,h :\1ass, and in the evening Father Hayes ad-
dressed the large confirmation class on the ::;acrament 
which they were about to ret:eive. 
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Rev. John V. Tobin,'90, of St. Mary's church, Lon 
don1 has been appointed to the senate of the Western 
University in that city, as representative of the Separate 
School Board. The appended clipping from the Londc,1) 
Advertiser may prove of interest to his many friends : 
"The appointment will give gene1al satisfaction. 
Father Tobin has always been interested in educational 
matters, and is well qualified for the position. He is a 
graduate of Assumption College, Sandwich, and of the 
Grand Seminary, .Montreal. In addition he has taken 
the degrees of S. T. Land D. C. L. in Laval University, 
Montreal. 
Wm. Diub, a stndent at the College a few }'ears ago, 
has secured a fine position as time-keeper with the Color-
ado Midland Railroad Shops, Colorada Springs. 
Peter Jordan, a member o{ last year's Rhetoric class, 
now attending St. Mary's Seminary, Baltimore, is sup-
porting the affirmative in one of the Seminarian deb,ues. 
The debate reads II Resolved that Socialism is detrimen-
tal to the best interests of the country." 
Rev. J. F. Stanley,1981 has sufficiently recovered from 
his recent serious illness to return to his parish in \V ood 
stock, Ont. 
Charles Francis, one of last year's graduates in the 
Commercial Department, has accepted a good position 
as bookkeeper in the offices of the Maker and Corcoran 
Lamp Co., Detroit, Mich. 
Rev. Albert McKeon, S. T. L.,'76, author of "The 
Catholic Confessional," of St. Columban, Ont., attended 
the American Catholic Missionary Congress held in Chi 
cago during the latter part of November. 
Evander Deen, another of last year's Commercial 
graduates now holds a good position as timekeeper with 
the Ann Arbor Railroad at Owosso, Mich. 
Rev. F. J. VanAntwerp,'77, was re-elected Second 
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Vice-President of the CathC)lic Church Extension Society 
at the recent meeting held in Chicago. 
While the whole of London diocese is anxiously 
looking forward to the appointment of the new Bishop, 
noni! will be more interested than three of our younger 
graduates, L. P. Lowry,'03, William Kelly,105, and Dennis 
O'Connor/05. These young men are prepared to receive 
Holy Orders at Christmas, but unless a new Bishop is 
soon appointed their ordination will have to be deferred 
for somt! time. Since leaving Assumption they ha\'e 
ma<le their course in the Grand Seminary, Montreal. 
Edward Tierney, Charles Nagle, B. A., and Dennis 
Brisson, all graduates of the year '06, have rec;ei ved their 
call for sub-deacon in lhe same seminary, and James Ne-
ville, Gerald Labelle and Francis Brennan, all of '07, 
received their call for Minor Orders. 
We deeply regret to hear of the early death of Mr. 
George L. Shea, who was a theological student at the 
College during the year r 906-1 907. 
Mr. Shea was only with us a short time, as he was 
compelled to abandon his studies on acconnt of illness, 
but during his short stay he became a great favorite wilh 
everybody. He was a fine ball-player, and will be remem-
bered as one of the neatest players seen in the college in 
some time. He was of the most cheerful disposition 
possible, a fact which compelled everybody to like him 
' and all his friends at the college were deeply grieved to 
ht:ar of his death. The following is from the Jackson 
Citizen Press : 
" Funeral services for George L. Shea were held at 
10 o'clock. Solemn High .Mass was celebrated, Falher 
Stanton,1061 acting as celebrant, with Rev. John Griffith,'03 
of Detroit, as deacon, and Rev. John Doyle, of St. Mary's, 
sub-deacon. The Mass was chanted by a choir of priests 
including Fathers VanAntwerp, 177 1 Griffin,1031 Dowdle, 
1931 and Linskey, '07, of Detroit, John Needham,'96, of 
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Whitaker, Di:nnis Needham, '041 of Whiteford, Lynch, 
'95: of St. Johns, Hayes,'96, of Coldwater, Fisher, of 
Manchester, and Cummerford,'9~, of Pinchney. Rev. 
Father Lynch, of St. John's, preached the sermon from 
the text "Thy will not mine be done," and Mr. Burnett 
sang ··~Iy God and Father While I Stray," at the offertory. 
The death of Mr. Shea was unusually sad. For the past 
four years he had been a student at theTheological Semi-
nary, at Baltimore, and would have been ordained a 
priest of the church last June if his health had permitted. 
For a long time he bas been ill from tuberculosi,; and the 
church paid its honors to one, who, if he had been spared, 
would have given his life to its sen,ice. Revs. Griffin 
and Doyle, who officiated at the solemn service, had been 
classmates of 1Ir. Shea, and his untimely death is mourn-
ed. The interment wa:; in St. John's cemetery." 
-T. CORCORAN,'09. 
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Qlqrottide. 
Leo Kennedy, of baseball fame, but who has of late 
proved himself some Soccerite, was so Se\'erely injured in 
a game recently that it was necessary to return home. It 
is with pleasure that we chronicle Leo's recovery. 
" On Nov. 17, St. Basil's Literary Socic::ty re-organized 
and elected officers for the ensuing year. The ol>ject of 
this society, which is composed of the students in the 
"Arts Course' only, is lo cultivate a taste for composition 
and for oratory. The President for the current yel\ r is 
Rev. Fr. Roach; the Vice-President, .Mr. \V. Gannon; 
the Secretary and Critic, .Mr. W. ~Iurray. ~\Jter short 
addresses from both the Rev. President and the Vice-
President the meeting adjourned. 
The time-honored custom of visiting the cemetery 
on All Souls' Day was duly observed on November 2. 
The students marched in a body to the cemetery and 
after visiting the last resting places of the faithful depart-
ed prayers were offered up for the repose of their souls. 
On Nov. 9-Canadian Thanksgiving-the Dramatic 
Club gave a very acceptable entr>rtainment. T. Corcoran, 
091 was the chairman of the occasion. After tbe College 
Orchestra rendered the '' Repoz Band Marrch," he 
addressed the audience for a few moments and concluded 
by saying, " that it was the effort of the club to make 
each entertainment excel the previous one and that the 
audience should be the judge. Prof. McCaw, of Windsor, 
won the applause of the audience with his violin solo and 
was encored repeatedly. J. Hartnett's recital of a selec-
tion from " Hamlet," handicapped as he was by a weak 
voice, was good. L. J. Moriarity also showed that he has 
some ability as an elocutionist, by his recital of the "Fun-
eral Oration of Mark Antony, from Julius Caesar. By 
the manner they played the " Southern Dreams' 11 waltzes, 
the College Orchestra showed a marked improvement in 
their style. W. Egan sang "When Jack comes sailing 
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home again," and as an encore, ·• Jungle Town." "The 
Speech of Regulus," recited by J. Condrick was the pre-
mier recitation on the programme. He has a strong 
voice and his elocution was good. A Scarneccbia's man-
dolin solo was heartily applauded. Messrs. Moffatt and 
Gleeson in the sketch, "Hawkshaw, the Dyspeptic," were 
applauded by all andit was indeed the most humorous 
sketch yet given. Both men have shown that they have 
dramatic abilitic::s, but this act eclipsed their other at-
tempts. The program was concluded by the Orchestra, 
with a march, "Just at the Break of Day." "That the en-
tc::rtainment was excellent" was the judgment of all. 
THE PROGRAMME. 
Repoz Band March. . . . . .....•........ College Orchestra 
Chairman's Address ............ . ....... Mr. T. Corcoran 
Violin Solo .............................. Prof. McCaw 
l{ecitation-Selection from Hamlet ..... . ...... J. Hartnett 
Recitation-Funeral Oration of Mark Antony ... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ...••.... L. J. l\toriarity 
Southern Urt:ams Waltzes. . ........•..... Orchestra 
Song-When Jack Comes Sailing Home Again .. W. 1<:gan 
Rt:citation-Speech of Regulus. . . • . . . . . . .... J. Condrick 
!\:andolin Solo ...... . ................... A Scamecchia 
Sketch-Hawkshaw, the Dyspt:ptic . . ... Moffatt & Gleeson 
Just at the Break of Vay . . ...... , . • . . . . . . . ... Orchestra 
One of the most enjoyable literary treats of the sea-
son was the recital of Hamlet given by Sidney Woollett, 
of Boston, at the College, on November 18. The en-
tertainment ball was well filled, and Mr. \Voollett was 
given a welcome reception. Mr. Woollett is one of the 
most noteworthy Shakespearian readers before the Amer-
ican public to-day. Dr. Casgrain was expected to fill the 
position of chairman, but could not come on accou,lt of 
professional business. Rev. Fr. Forster, however, in a 
few well chosen rernarks, accounted for the doctor's 
absence and introduced the speaker of the evening, Mr. 
W oollett. His scholarly interpretation of Shakespeare's 
great psychological drama was all that had been antici-
patt!d from the numerous and favurable press notices, 
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which dramatic critics have bestowed upon his work. A 
strong and flexible voice enabled him to pass from one 
cbara<.:ter to anc.,ther wilh astonishing rapidity, each speech 
being clear and fittingly enunciated. The voice alone in-
dicated to the audience what character the speaker was 
impersonating. Perhaps no finer art could be noted in 
all his work than the power he possessed to make the 
hearer pass n:adily from character to character. His im-
personation of Polonius was particularly realistic. Even 
the most emotional parts were enunciated witb perfect 
ease, and after the long entertainment the speaker showed 
no sign of exhaustion. The College Orchestra rendered 
some excellent music during the evening, and judging from 
Lhe applause, this musical organization is a popular one 
among the student body, as well as visitors to thecollege. 
Master :Monday sang the well known song "Absent," and 
was heartily applauded, while the College Glee Club ren-
dereJ the stirring chorus " The Drum Song," with great 
dash and vigor. The entertainment was under the aus-
pices of the dramatic society, and was in the form of a 
benefit for the reading room. Great improvements have 
been made in the reading and club rooms Ullder the di-
rections of Rev. Fr. Howard, and he promises much 
more to follow. 
AmonJ our visitors in the past month ,vere : Revs. 
J. B. Collins, Detroit, Mich.; ]. Dowdall, Grosse Pointe 
Farms, i\Iich.; C. Laliberte, D. J. Downey, J. Halligan; 
H. Robert, Windsor, Ont.; P. McCabe, Maidstone, Ont.; 
D. M~Crae, Goderich, Ont.; A. Sharpe, Williamstown, 
Mich. 
-C. COUGHLIN', 1 12. 
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The Dial was most cordially received among our 
November exchanges for its great merit and neatness. 
"The Soul of Music," with its highly polished and well-
chosen words, especially in the description of the Profes-
sor, deserves much praise, while the moral, that money 
does not bring happiness, rightly commands our attention. 
In like manner we should also note the moral in II A 
Vanquished Rival," and not give way to passion as young 
Brandon. The article on " Fact and Fiction" is not only 
most appropriate but also shows great care in its compo-
sition. 
Clothed in a garb of black and gold The St. Jf ary'H 
Sentinel lrom St. Mary's College, Ky., proved an interest-
ing and neat paper. Perhaps a few illustralions would 
improve its already neat appearance and a greater variety 
of subjects would make it still more interesting. 
Only words of praise can be applied to The Ford/1.am 
Monthly. Several fine essays interspersed with many ex-
cellent verses together with a short story make this an 
exceptionally interesting number. " Indian Island in the 
Penobscot," a recollection of a visit to the home of one 
of the oldest tribes of Indians, has the two main objects 
of a lilerary essay in view-to instruct and please. "Pay 
Your Bilb is also a story of some merit. 
"Have We an American Catholic Literature," and 
"What Catholics have done for Science,'' are two very 
interesting and instructive essays of the October issue of 
tbe Patrician. If all the articles of the various depart-
ments were put under their respective heading,; instead of 
being scattered here and the::re it would add to the attrac-
tiveness of the magazine and the convenience of its 
readers. 
After anxious waiting the long looked for Notre Dame 
Scholastic bas at last made its appearance at our sanctum. 
" Whittier the Poet of the American People," shows a 
f 
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thorough knowledge on the part of the writer. Although 
Whittier is not considered a poet as great as England 
produced, we must admit that he is indeed "the poet of 
the hearts of the American people.11 A short ~tory en-
titled " Clouds and Clear Sky" possesses very little merit. 
Its plot is more of an everyday occurence and the story 
is rather short. 
We also gratefully acknowledge receipt of the follow-
ing exchanges: The Student, St . .,1/ary's Xedsenget·, The 
Xavier, Pi1,rple and White, The N,,zarene, Columbiad, 
Niagara Index and The Lawrel. 
Doug, Windsor's Greatest Clothier 
AT YOUR SERVICE. 
The months of brown leaves and frosty weather are here. 
·we're at your service and ready fo1 fall uusine:;s with every de-
partment fairly running O\'er with the season's choicest styles. 
Clothing, Hats and Tojtgery for Men and Boys, the best 
the country produce~. You couldn't go wrong on quality if you 
cl11sed your eyes and made a selection. To form some idea of 
what's doing here this season just take a look at our $10 and 
S15 Men's Suits and Overcoats; ask to see our S2 and $3 
Trousers ; examine our Hoy's Suiti. and Overcoats at $3. 50, $4 
and S5; i.ee our $2 and $3 Hals; our Underwear and Shirts at 
popular prices. 
These are only suggestions of course, our stock is ripe 
with Bargains. 
W.Boug, 
Colored Designs and Oil Paintings. 
Cothes, Hats 
and 
Furnishings. 
Telephone West 391 
M.. E. vonM.ach, 
Ghurch and Household Decorator, 
Painting in All Its Branches, 
Gilding Altars. 
Painting Life-Size Pictures and Statuary. 
Stage Scenery Painting and Fine Wall Hangings. 
965 Michigan Avenue, DETROIT, MICH. 
When dealina with adv~rtisers, plca:;e mention the Assumption College Revi'ew. 
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THE FAMILY REMEDIES 
-OF-
Vanderhoof & Co., 
Advertised and recommended by Mrs. 1'vL Summers, may 
be obtained at any Drug !:>tore in 
WINDSOR OR SANDWICH, ONT. 
Insurance, 
l{eal Estate, 
Finance. 
JOHN SCOTT & CO., 
W holesale 
G roceries 
and 
P rovisions. 
J. G. Gangnier Windsor, - O nt. 
7 Ouellette Ave., Phone 6. 
Windsor, Ontario 
NEVEUX, CLINTON & BAXTER, 
No. 71 SANuw1cH STREET, 
CUTLERY OF ALL KINDS 
:-: 
And General Hardware. 
BOKER RAZORS A SPECIALTY 
Phone No. 99. 
.. 
.-. 
·when dealing with advertisers, please mention the Assumption College l<e\'it:11.. 
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TRUST OLD FRIENDS AND DRINK OLD WINE, 
Girardot Native Wines 
Clarets, Ports, Dry and Sweet Catawba and Sherry . 
ALTAR WIN~ • \pprove<l by Eccl~siastical Authority and Supervised by the Clergy 
S1·. l'1•.Tt-:1t's CA I H 1mRAI., 
London, Ont., Oct. 4, 1906. 
~I r. W. C. Ke11necly-
Dear Sir.-I h1:a1tily recommend 
thl! Altar Wine made by you un<lcr 
the supen·ision of the Rev. Father 
Seman<le, C. S. B., P11stor of Sand-
'' ich. F. l'. ~tcE\' A\', 
Bishop of London. 
PARISH OF TH& ASSU\lPTION, 
Sandwich, Oct. r, 1906. 
To whom it may cunce1n: 
I recommend lo the Clergy, without 
hesitation, the: it ass Wine made: by 
11 r. \\' . C. Kennedy, of the Girardot 
\Vine Co., Limited. 
The "ine mnde for the Holy Sacri-
fice of tl1e :\f ass is supen-ise<l uy the 
undersigned. 
F. SR\IANDR, P. P. 
ADDRmRS ALL OORRF.lSPONDl!lNOlll 1 
GIRARDOT WINE CO., Sandwich, Ont. 
W. E. BLAKE & 50N, 
MANUFACfURERS A:::,iD IMPORTERS OF 
Altar Furnishings, Vestments Statuary, Stations of the 
Cross, Pulpits, Altars. Candles, Oils, Etc. 
WRr.l'ID FOR CATALOGUES, 
We Are Spetiailsts in Library Orders 
\Ye carry 3000 titles on our shelves, and it will pay 
you to consult us before ordering, no matter from 
where. 
W. E. BLAKE & SON, 
MMH;FACTURERS A',D IMPORTERS, 
123 Church St., TORNNTO, ONT. 
When dealing witli advertbers, please mention the Assumpti11n College Review. 
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Por Your Graduation Photo 
00 TO 
DANBEAN, - The Photgrapher, 
79 Woodward Ave., 
DETROIT, 
EXPERTS AT 
PLUMBING &. STEAM FITTING 
Roofing and Metal Work. 
Pennington & Brian, 
4 7 Sandwich St. 1 Windsor, Ont. 
MICHIGAN 
The Most Satisfy ing Confec tion. 
ROBERTSON'S 
Milk Chocolate Nut Bar 
CLYDE FULLER, 
DISTRICT DISTRIDUTOR, 
WINDSOR, ONT, 
LOOK! FRESH CAUGHT FISH! 
Our Fisheries are now catching and shipping to us daily 
ALL KINDS OF FRESH WATER FISH ! 
We clean and deliver to any part of the city. 
Our prices are in reach of all. Our i.tock-None better. 
Windsor Fish Co., 
A. S. BROWN, Manager. S 
TRY 
GEO. MITCHELL 
FOR 
Janel? 
<tonfecttoner\?. 
H oward Avenue., · \Vin<lsor, Ont. 
l'hone 594. 
Windsor, Ont., 
Day l'laone 516. Night, 946. 
Bring Your Prescriptions 
'10 TflR 
D' A vignon Drug Store. 
You will get them filled carefully 
and correctly hen:. 
T. B. WELCH. 
When dealing with advertisers, please mention the Assumption College Review. 
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'-
KAISER, BLAIR CO., 
158 Woodward Avenue, 
DETROIT, MICH. 
THE CLASS THAT'S RIGHT. 
Clothing, 
Suits, 
Overcoats, 
Raincoats. 
NO BETTER MADE CLOTHES 
KAISER, BLAIR CO., 
158 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. 
\\'!,en dealing wilh adverlh.ers, please mention the Assum):)lion College Review. 
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... 
Partridge & Blackwell 
WE MAKE A SPECIALT\' OF 
1Qot1ng men's 
<tlotbtng, 
jfurntsbtngs, 
1bats a11b 
Shoes . .... 
CO~IPLETE LINE OF 
Btbletfc 
a11b 
~~1nnast11m 
'5oobs .... 
DETROIT, - MICH. 
When dealing II ith ad,•erlisers, plea-.e mention the 1~sumption College Review. 
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The Only Place If Yoo Want the Best 
IN THE 
:JBaherr an~ 
(tonfectionerr 
Goo~s == == == 
MORTON BAKINfi CO., Limited, 
WI NDSOR, ONT. 
Bread, CaJce, Ice Cream, Confectionery and Lunch 
Room. 
When dealing with advertisers, please mention the Assumption College Review. 
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For Hats, 
Underwear, 
Shirts 
and Ties • • • • • • • • 
\'!SIT 
A.A. ADAMS 
2 7 Sandwich St. E., 
Windsor, Ont. 
G. ENGLISH & CO., 
Wholesale and Retail 
.. Tobacconists .. 
BILLIARDS 
And POOL. 
Comer Ouellette Ave. and Pitt Street, 
WINDSOH., ONT. 
W. A. POND 
Prescription Druggist, 
WINO.SOR. ONT. 
When de1tling 11 ith ad,·ertisers, please mention the Assumption College Review. 
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